MAJOR ONLINE AUCTION
COMPLETE CLOSURE OF LARGE FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTER

ARSOMA & COMCO FLEXO PRESSES
• HEIDELBERG SHEET FED PRESSES • VARIABLE DATA PRINTERS
• INSPECTION MACHINES • SLITTER REWINDERS • BINDERY

Sekuworks
9487 Dry Fork Road, Harrison, Ohio 45030

NEW 1998
ARSOMA 10-COLOR UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS EM410
16” Width

NEW 1996
ARSOMA 8-COLOR UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS MODEL EM410
16” Width

NEW 1998
COMCO/ARSOMA UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS, 10” WIDTH

NEW 1995
ARSOMA 3-COLOR UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS MODEL EM411
16” Width

SALE DATE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 27, 1:00 PM (ET)
OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION: Tuesday, August 25, 9 AM to 4 PM

Sale under Management of:

WORLDWIDE AUCTION & APPRAISAL SERVICES
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF ARSOMA & COMCO
FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING EQUIPMENT

ARSOMA 10-COLOR UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS EM410
New 1998
16" Width

COMCO/ARSOMA UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS
10" Width

ARSOMA 8-COLOR UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS MODEL EM410
New 1996
16" Width

ARSOMA 3-COLOR UV FLEXO WEB LABEL PRESS MODEL EM411
New 1995
16" Width

PRINTING PRESSES - FLEXOGRAPHIC

Arsoma 10-Color UV Flexo Web Label Press EM410, S/N: 410-227 (#A1) (New 1998), 16” Web Width, (14) Total Station Bases; 1/8” Gear Pitch; 10” To 28” Repeat; Automatic Registration; Line Shaft Drive; (3) Rotary Die Cutting Stations; (1) Line Hole Punch Station; (2) Screen Print Stations; (1) DMS Hot Stamp Roll Station; ArsomA Model BG31 Dual Shaft Rewinder; Roll To Sheet Capability; Delam/Relam; Matrix Scrap Rewind; Chambered Doctor Blades; ALPGHA 3 Microprocessor Control System; Complete With Roll Unwind; E+L Web Guide And Tension Control; Corotec Model 33886 Corona Treater, S/N: 13004; Turnbar; (5) DMS Narrow Web Coil Unwinders; Radiant Energy Model SFAFA-2 2-Station Infrared Hot Air Drying System, S/N: 14157; Fusion Aetek Model 17499-1 10-Station UV Drying System, S/N: Upw1810v4, With (10) Chill Rolls, Model TS1-1000 Microprocessor Control; BST Promark Inspection System, S/N: HS6792; AEC Temperature Controllers; Anilox Rolls And Cylinders; Equipped With Domino Model K600i 600 Dpi Printhead 17.5” UV Inkjet System, AEC Temperature Controller (2012)

Arsoma 8-Color UV Flexo Web Label Press Model EM410, S/N: 410-167 (#A2) (New 1996), 16” Web Width, (13) Total Station Bases; 1/8” Gear Pitch; 10” To 28” Repeat; Manual Registration; Line Shaft Drive; (3) Rotary Die Cutting Stations; (1) Line Hole Punch Station; (2) Screen Print Stations; (1) Gallus Hot Stamp Roll Station, ArsomA Model BG31 Dual Shaft Rewinder; Roll To Sheet Capability; Delam/Relam; Matrix Scrap Rewind; Chambered Doctor Blades; ALPGHA 3 Microprocessor Control System; Complete With Martin Auto Splice Unwind, S/N: MB516-5193; E+L Web Guide And Tension Control; Sherman Model GX-30 Corona Treater S/N: 30277 (1997); Turnbar; (4) DMS Narrow Web Coil Unwinders; Spectral Accelerated Drying Systems 8-Station UV Drying System, S/N: 3463 (1996) With Chiller; Anilox Rolls And Cylinders

Comco/Arsoma UV Flexo Web Label Press, (New Components 1988-2006); 10” Web Width; Unwind Station; E+L Web Guide-Line Scanner And Ultrasonic Edge Guide System; Corotec Model UCVT106-C Corona Treater, S/N: T-13583-03-07; Servo Web Infeed; Comco Captain Series 7-Color Flexo Print Section; 18” Max Repeat; Servo Drive With Comco 7-Station Infrared Drying System; Honle UV America UVaprint 300 12-Station UV Drying System (2006) With Microprocessor Controls; 18” Long Overhead Electric 3-Zone Hot Air Tunnel Dryer With 3-Roll Chill Stand; ArsomA 5-Station Flexo/Die Station Auxiliary Units; 28” Max Repeat; Custom Wiping Paper Unwind/Rewind System With Magpower Web Tension Control; E+L Web Guide; Hamilton Tool Custom 2-Color Intaglio Paper Wipe System With Drive System; Industrial Light & Motion Microprocessor Control; Delam/Relam System; (3) Turnbars; BST Super Handy Scan 3000 Inspection System With Control; Comco Dual Shaft Rewinder, Roll To Sheet Capability; Comco Rotary Die Cutting Station; Custom Magbie Sheeter With Dies And Bases; Didde Numbering Unit; B Bunch Fan Folder; Anilox Rolls And Cylinders (Currently Being Used With Sheeter)

Arsoma 3-Color UV Flexo Web Label Press Model EM411 (New 1995), 16” Web Width, Accessory Rail; 1/8” Gear Pitch; 10” To 28” Repeat; Manual Registration; Servo Drive Modified; ArsomA Model BG31 Dual Shaft Rewinder With Modified Differential Drive; Roll To Sheet Capability; Delam/Relam; Matrix Scrap Rewind; Chambered Doctor Blades; Microprocessor Control System; Complete With Roll Unwind; E+L Web Guide; Teknek Web Cleaner; Sherman Model PBS600150CX1H0 Corona Treater S/N: 951441

(500+) Print Cylinders and (70+) Anilox Rollers
From 2015-2020, Printing Companies will Grow Primarily through Mergers & Acquisitions

Epicomm & Thomas Industries are partnering to provide printers a unique opportunity to explore strategic growth options. Our in-depth knowledge of the printing industry and longstanding relationships with printers nationwide mean we can combine invaluable data on industry trends with thousands of pre-qualified printers seeking to expand their businesses through mergers or acquisitions.

PRINTING PRESSES – SHEET FED


VARIABLE DATA PRINT SYSTEMS

(2) Kirk Rudy Variable Data Print System, Including: Sheet Feed System, Alignment System, Ink Jet Print System, Vacuum Base, Camera Verification, Delivery Table

PRINTING PRESSES – INTAGLIO


INSPECTION / VERIFICATION SYSTEMS

Gremser Verification Systems Model Limited #Q/USA/EW-1073 Vers 1.0 Type FSIS/SPL50, (New 2014) 21.65” Width X 29.52” Length, Max Sheet Size 12,000 Sheets Per Hour, Full Sheet Inspection System With FN50 Sheet Feeder; Top Sheet Inspection Table; Single Reject Gate And SN50 Bin Plus One Stacker; Print Quality Verification System

Web Techniques Model WT-25 7” Rewind And Inspection Machine, S/N: N/A; Constant Web Feed Control; Strobe; Splice Detector; Pneumatic Core Chucks; Digital Counter; Cognex 5610 Camera
Web Techniques Model WT-25ICl, 7” Rewind And Inspection Machine, S/N: 25is120644; Constant Web Feed Control; Strobe; Splice Detector; Pneumatic Core Chucks; Digital Counter; Slitter Attachment; Cognex Checker Camera; Cognex Camera
Web Techniques Model WT-25ICl, 7” Rewind And Inspection Machine, S/N: 25is120643; Constant Web Feed Control; Strobe; Splice Detector; Pneumatic Core Chucks; Digital Counter; Slitter Attachment; Cognex Checker Camera; Cognex Camera
Web Techniques Model WT-25ICl, 10” Rewind And Inspection Machine, S/N: 25is060424w; Constant Web Feed Control; Strobe; Splice Detector; Pneumatic Core Chucks; Digital Counter; Slitter Attachment; Cognex 4g1 Checker Camera; Cognex 5610 Camera With Microprocessor Controller
**Prepress - Sheet Fed Presses**

- **Rotoflex**
  - 16" Slitter Rewinder, Model VLI1400 S/N: VLI1509980429 (New 1998); 30” Max Unwind; 24” Max Rewind; Electric Web Guide; Slitter Bar; Microprocessor Controls
  - 13” Slitter Rewinder, Model Tracker S/N: 013-13a-88 (New 1988); Hydraulic Web Guide; Counter
  - 13” Slitter Rewinder, Model Tracker S/N: 044-13-88 (New 1988); Hydraulic Web Guide; Counter
  - 13” Slitter Rewinder, Model Tracker S/N: 099-13a-87 (1987); Hydraulic Web Guide; Counter

- **Polar Mohr**
  - 61” Paper Cutter Model 155 EMC-MON, S/N: 6021158 (New 1990), Programmable Control, Air Bed Table, Light Safety Curtain
  - 45” Paper Cutter Model 115EMC-MON, S/N: 6031509 (New 1990), Programmable Control, Air Bed Table, Light Safety Curtain

- **Challenge**
  - 30.5” Paper Cutter Model MPX, Size 305, S/N: 94298E (New 1994), Keypad Microprocessor Control, With Side Tables, Safety Controls

- **US Paper Counters**

- **Vacuumatic**

**Complete Bindery - Variable Data Printing**

- **US Paper Counters**

**Flexo Presses**

- **Clamco L-Seal Packaging Machine**
  - Model 120-COMBO (New 2012)

- **Shanklin Model 26 L-Seal Packaging Machine**

- **Paper Cutters**
  - Polar Mohr 61” Paper Cutter Model 155 EMC-MON, S/N: 6021158 (New 1990), Programmable Control, Air Bed Table, Light Safety Curtain
  - Polar Mohr 45” Paper Cutter Model 115EMC-MON, S/N: 6031509 (New 1990), Programmable Control, Air Bed Table, Light Safety Curtain
  - Challenge 30.5” Paper Cutter Model MPX, Size 305, S/N: 94298E (New 1994), Keypad Microprocessor Control, With Side Tables, Safety Controls

- **US Paper Counters**
PACKAGING MACHINES - MATERIAL HANDLING - GENERATOR - MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

PACKAGING MACHINES
Shanklin Model S26 L-Seal Packaging Machine, S/N: S98105; Electrically Heated Bars; Motorized Roll Unwind With Model T-7xl 12” Wide Belt X 42” Long Chamber Shrink Tunnel, S/N: T79181
Shanklin Model A26a Sealer, S/N: A19548, With Shanklin Heat Shrink Tunnel, 16” Wide, With 12” Steel Mesh Conveyor
Clamco Model 120-Combo L-Bar Heat Sealer, S/N: 90895, With Model 946 Shrink Tunnel; Roll Unwind; Floor Stand
Pack-All L-Seal Packaging Machine Model 13x19UC, w/Integral Shrink Tunnel

CHILLED WATER SYSTEMS
MTA Water Chiller Model TAE-EVO-602, R-407 Refrigerant, S/N: 2200210131 (New 2012), With Shelter Logic Pole Frame Tarp Enclosure

BACKUP GENERATORS
Kohler Generator Model 30RZ 30KW, S/N: 0638962; 309 Hours; With Ford 6-Cylinder Gas Engine; Transfer Switch; Outdoor Enclosure

AIR COMPRESSORS - DRYERS
Quincy Model QSB30WNW31N 30-Hp Rotary Screw Air Compressor, 68,269 Hours, S/N: 98409; Skid Mounted
Joy Model Ta-015ba141th 15-Hp Rotary Screw Air Compressor, 12,581 Hours, S/N: 212550; Tank Mounted
Arrow Model B-250w-4 Air Dryer, S/N: Sk562; With Filters And Vertical Air Tank

FORKLIFTS
Nissan Model CRGH02F35V 6,600 lb LPG Gas Lift Truck, S/N: 920450; 191” Lift; Side Shift; Overhead Guard; Solid Tires
Clark Model TM17 3,225 lb Electric Lift Truck, S/N: N/A; 170” Lift; Side Shift; Overhead Guard; Solid Tires; Battery And Charger

BRIDGE & JIB CRANES
Gorbel 1,800 Lb Capacity Freestanding Crane System, With Harrington 1/2-Ton Capacity, 14’ Span X 20”, Electric Hoist, Pendant Controls
Gorbel 1/2-Ton Capacity 360 Degree Freestanding Jib, With Street 500 Kg Capacity Electric Hoist, Pendant Control
Konecranes 360 Degree Freestanding Jib, With Kone 125 Kg Capacity Electric Hoist, Pendant Controls
Konecranes 360 Degree Freestanding Jib, With Demag 125 Kg Capacity Electric Hoist, Pendant Controls
Demag Freestanding Jib, With Central Machinery Wire Rope Electric Hoist, Pendant Controls

HEATING & COOLING UNIT
(3) Trane Model YCH300B4H0HB Gas Fired Heating and A/C Unit, S/N: 416100431D, 404100823D & 404100340D (All New 2004)
Bryant Model 580JE28D310AG0AAA Gas Fired Heating and A/C Unit, S/N: 1112u09697
ICP Model P6S120L250AA Gas Fired Heating and A/C Unit, 160,000 BTU/HR, Unit, R-22 Refrigerant, S/N: G0b3350544

MISCELLANEOUS PLANT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Mark-Andy Pm-160 Plate Mounter, 16” Wide, 30” Cylinder
Advance Model 392210 Electric Walk-Behind Floor Scrubber, With Battery and Charger
Graphic Lite CVA Color Viewing Station
Agfa Select Set Avantra 445 Film Processor
Komori Model HF40/16 40” X 16ga Manual Plate Bender
Anderson Vreeland 30” X 44” Plate Exposure Frame
Staub Model Ny10mat 20 Alcohol Washout System, S/N: 81101 Digital Warehouse Scale, 5,000 lb, 4’ X 4’ Platform
Office Furniture, Office Machines, Computer Equipment, etc.

DC PLATING TANK
Dynapower DC Plating Rectifier Model SA42-01200202-FKLX-6XXX, 2000 AMP, 480 Volt, 3-Phase; With 66” X 28” X 48” Deep Poly Tank

LOT CATALOG, REGISTRATION AND BIDDING AT WWW.THOMASAUCTION.COM
MAJOR ONLINE AUCTION
COMPLETE CLOSURE OF LARGE FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTER

- ARSOMA & COMCO FLEXO PRESSES
- HEIDELBERG SHEET FED PRESSES • VARIABLE DATA PRINTERS
- INSPECTION MACHINES • SLITTER REWINDERS • BINDERY

Sekuworks
9487 Dry Fork Road,
Harrison, Ohio 45030

SALE DATE: THURSDAY,
AUGUST 27, 1:00 PM (ET)

OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION:
Tuesday, August 25,
9 AM to 4 PM

Registration & Bidding:
www.thomasauction.com

Buyer's Premium: 15%

Staggered Closing Times: Lots Have 60-Second Staggered Closing Times.

Auto Extend Bidding: If a bid is submitted with less than 3-minutes remaining, the closing time for that lot will be extended by 3-minutes.

Payment Due In Full: Friday, August 28, 2015

Payment Types: Certified Check or Wire Transfer


Removal: All items must be removed by Friday, September 4, 2015. Buyer's of the printing presses will be given an extra week for removal.

DISCLAIMER:
Auctioneer is not responsible for errors, omissions, additions or deletions. Items offered may not necessarily be sold as described and/or photographed. Buyers should verify all aspects of their potential purchases during inspection as all items offered will be sold “as is, where is” with all faults. Please check with the auctioneer’s office for additions or deletions.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Fred Moss (781) 844-1645

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Irina Lekhmus (203) 458-0709 x108

ONSITE INFORMATION
John Standish (203) 915-3430

THOMAS INDUSTRIES
APPRaisal DIVISION
Accurate appraisals supported by over 56 years of conducting worldwide auctions and liquidations.

Call (203) 458-0709 for a confidential appraisal of your assets. One piece of equipment or an entire plant.

THOMAS INDUSTRIES, INC
2414 BOSTON POST RD.
GUIFORD, CT 06437
203 458 0709
GAVEL@THOMASAUCATION.COM
MAJOR ONLINE PRINTING AUCTION

COMPLETE CLOSURE OF LARGE FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTER

Sekuworks
9487 Dry Fork Road
Harrison, Ohio 45030 United States

SALE DATE:
Thursday, August 27, 1:00 PM (ET)

OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION:
Tuesday, August 25, 9 AM to 4 PM

BUYER’S PREMIUM 15%

ARSOMA & COMCO FLEXO PRESSES • HEIDELBERG SHEET FED PRESSES • VARIABLE DATA PRINTERS • INSPECTION MACHINES • SLITTER REWINDERS • BINDERY

Sekuworks
9487 Dry Fork Road, Harrison, Ohio 45030

GREGSME VERIFICATION SYSTEMS MODEL LIMITED

SALE DATE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 27, 1:00 PM (ET)
OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION: Tuesday, August 25, 9 AM to 4 PM

AUCTION INFORMATION • WWW.THOMASAUCATION.COM • 203-458-0709